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ABSTRACT.
Using state splitting methods, we construct nice matrix representatives for arbitrary subshifts of finite type.
In this paper, we will prove the following result. THEOREM 1. Let E^ be a subshift of finite type (SSFT) with entropy h(Y,¿) satisfying log n < h(T,A) < log n + 1.
Then there is an SSFT, Sß, topologically conjugate to S a with (i) each row sum of B either n or n + 1, (ii) the set of column sums of B is the same as that of A.
It is known that using the method of symbol splitting (see [ACH and M2] ), one can construct SSFT's conjugate to £yt either with all row sums > n or with all row sums < n + 1. In our theorem, the inequalities > n and < n + 1 are achieved simultaneously. It is known that the above theorem would follow from the lemma below, which was conjectured by Ethan Coven and Brian Marcus at the 1982 AMS Summer Conference in Ergodic Theory (see the methods of [ACH and Ml] ).
In addition, given Sa as above, we can first apply the theorem to obtain Sß with row sums norn+1, and then apply the theorem to Eßt to obtain: THEOREM 2. Let T,a be as in Theorem 1. Then there is an SSFT, conjugate to ¿Za with each row sum and each column sum either n or n+ 1.
LEMMA. Let X\,..., Xk, n, M be positive integers satisfying Hence, this choice of Px,Pi,Ex,E2 satisfies (4) and (5).
Case 2. Yh=x Xz < (n + 1)M. Let a = (¿ X¿)/M. We have n < a < n + 1.
By (1) and (2), we have k > n. Consider the sums Xx,Xx + X2,... ,Xx + • ■ ■ + Xk modulo a. Since k > n + 1 > a, two of these sums must be less than unit distance apart modulo a; i.e., From (7), it follows that -Pia -1 < -^2ieEl Xi < -Pxa + 1, so -Ma + P2a -1< -]T Xt < -Ma + P2a + 1 or P2a -1< Ma -Y,i€El Xi < Pia +1 or P2a -1< Tli€E2 x% < P2a +1. Thus, as before,
